1. BIOMECHANICAL SHAPE
2. CLOSED-CELL FOAM
3. STABILIZER CAP

Based on the principles of podiatric medicine, Superfeet’s shape, design and manufacture have set the standard for support and earned over 40 U.S. and International patents along the way. Superfeet insoles help adapt the flat, 2-dimensional midsoles of your footwear to your 3-dimensional foot. The distinct Superfeet shape helps to stabilize the foot, while the deep, structured heel cup and full-length foam provide support and comfort.

SCIENCE IN EVERY LAYER
Based on the principles of podiatric medicine, Superfeet’s shape, design and manufacture have set the standard for support and earned over 40 U.S. and International patents along the way. Superfeet insoles help adapt the flat, 2-dimensional midsoles of your footwear to your 3-dimensional foot. The distinct Superfeet shape helps to stabilize the foot, while the deep, structured heel cup and full-length foam provide support and comfort.

1. Structured Heel Cup: Encapsulates and positions the soft tissue under the heel, maximizing natural shock absorption.
2. Rearfoot Support: The support you feel towards the back of your arch and the front of your heel is the distinct Superfeet shape stabilizing the rearfoot.
3. Firm Stabilization: A firm foam layer and a stabilizer cap combine to create the supportive shape that Superfeet are famous for.
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PROPER SIZING OF YOUR SUPERFEET
1. CORRECT WIDTH & LENGTH
2. TOO NARROW - TOO SHORT

CUSTOMER CARE – THE BEST OF SUPERFEET:
If you have any questions, comments, or need help with your Superfeet, please contact us:

USA
500 E 8th Ave
customerservice@superfeet.com

UNITED KINGDOM
0800 012 1002
customer.service@superfeet.co.uk

CANADA
(800) 538 5471
canada@superfeet.com
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**Insole PROFILE: How the Superfeet insoles feel under your foot.**

- **LOW**: Most-accommodating shape and support
- **MED**: Intermediate shape and support
- **HIGH**: Most shape and maximum support

**LOW VOLUME**: The space in the footwear filled by your foot and the insole.

**MED**: For casual and active styles of footwear

**HIGH**: For roomy shoes and boots

---

**GREEN**

**LEGENDARY SUPPORT & PERFORMANCE**

FIT PROFILE: High-profile insole with the shape that offers the widest and deepest heel cup for maximum support.

**FIT PROFILE:** High-profile insole since 1991, with the shape that offers the widest and deepest heel cup for maximum support.

**FIT BEST IN:** All types of medium and high-volume footwear with removable insoles that range from running shoes to casual footwear to work or hiking boots.

**AVAILABLE SIZES:** J - G

---

**BLUE**

**ALL-PURPOSE PERFORMANCE**

FIT PROFILE: Medium-profile insole with a shape that can fit into most footwear while providing intermediate support.

**FIT PROFILE:** Medium-profile insole with the shape that can fit into most footwear while providing intermediate support.

**FIT BEST IN:** High-volume athletic, casual and dress footwear with removable insoles.

**FIT PROFILE:** Medium-profile insole with the shape that can fit into most footwear while providing intermediate support.

**FIT BEST IN:** High-volume athletic, casual and dress footwear with removable insoles.

**AVAILABLE SIZES:** B - E

---

**BLACK**

**BIG SUPPORT COMPACT FORM**

FIT PROFILE: Low-profile insole that offers the most flexible and accommodating shape and support.

**FIT PROFILE:** Low-profile insole that offers the most flexible and accommodating shape and support.

**FIT BEST IN:** High-volume athletic, casual and dress footwear with removable insoles.

**FIT PROFILE:** Low-profile insole that offers the most flexible and accommodating shape and support.

**FIT BEST IN:** High-volume athletic, casual and dress footwear with removable insoles.

**AVAILABLE SIZES:** B - E

---

**BLACK®**

**ORTHOTIC SUPPORT & PERFORMANCE**

FIT PROFILE: High-profile insole that offers high-performance support.

**FIT PROFILE:** High-profile insole that offers high-performance support.

**FIT BEST IN:** All types of medium and high-volume footwear with removable insoles that range from running shoes to casual footwear to work or hiking boots.

**FIT PROFILE:** High-profile insole that offers high-performance support.

**FIT BEST IN:** All types of medium and high-volume footwear with removable insoles that range from running shoes to casual footwear to work or hiking boots.

**AVAILABLE SIZES:** B - E

---

**ORANGE**

**HIGH-IMPACT PERFORMANCE & COMFORT**

FIT PROFILE: Medium-profile insole with a deep and narrow heel cup for maximum support.

**FIT PROFILE:** Medium-profile insole with a deep and narrow heel cup for maximum support.

**FIT BEST IN:** High-volume athletic, casual and dress footwear with removable insoles.

**FIT PROFILE:** Medium-profile insole with a deep and narrow heel cup for maximum support.

**FIT BEST IN:** High-volume athletic, casual and dress footwear with removable insoles.

**AVAILABLE SIZES:** B - E

---

**BERRY**

**HIGH VOLUME-WARMTH & PERFORMANCE**

FIT PROFILE: Medium-profile insole with a deep and narrow heel cup to offer maximum support.

**FIT PROFILE:** Medium-profile insole with a deep and narrow heel cup to offer maximum support.

**FIT BEST IN:** High-volume athletic, casual and dress footwear with removable insoles.

**FIT PROFILE:** Medium-profile insole with a deep and narrow heel cup to offer maximum support.

**FIT BEST IN:** High-volume athletic, casual and dress footwear with removable insoles.

**AVAILABLE SIZES:** B - E

---

**PINK**

**COLD WEATHER WARMTH & PERFORMANCE**

FIT PROFILE: Medium-profile insole with a deep and narrow heel cup to offer maximum support.

**FIT PROFILE:** Medium-profile insole with a deep and narrow heel cup to offer maximum support.

**FIT BEST IN:** High-volume athletic, casual and dress footwear with removable insoles.

**FIT PROFILE:** Medium-profile insole with a deep and narrow heel cup to offer maximum support.

**FIT BEST IN:** High-volume athletic, casual and dress footwear with removable insoles.

**AVAILABLE SIZES:** B - E

---

**RED**

**HIGH IMPACT PERFORMANCE & COMFORT**

FIT PROFILE: Low-profile insole with the shape that delivers comfort and support.

**FIT PROFILE:** Low-profile insole with the shape that delivers comfort and support.

**FIT BEST IN:** Low-volume footwear with removable insoles like athletic shoes and boots.

**FIT PROFILE:** Low-profile insole with the shape that delivers comfort and support.

**FIT BEST IN:** Low-volume footwear with removable insoles like athletic shoes and boots.

**AVAILABLE SIZES:** B - E

---

**SUPERFEET SIZING CHART**

**NEW**

**CARBON**

**LIGHTWEIGHT HIGH PERFORMANCE SUPPORT**

FIT PROFILE: Low-profile insole with a versatile shape that offers maximum support.

**FIT PROFILE:** Low-profile insole with a versatile shape that offers maximum support.

**FIT BEST IN:** All types of medium and high-volume footwear with removable insoles.

**FIT PROFILE:** Low-profile insole with a versatile shape that offers maximum support.

**FIT BEST IN:** All types of medium and high-volume footwear with removable insoles.

**AVAILABLE SIZES:** B - G

---

**SUPERFEET SIZING CHART**

**NEW**

**YELLOW**

**CUSTOM PERFORMANCE & COMFORT**

FIT PROFILE: Low-profile insole with a shape that can fit into most footwear with an elevated heel (1 inch or more).

**FIT PROFILE:** Low-profile insole with a shape that can fit into most footwear with an elevated heel (1 inch or more).

**FIT BEST IN:** All types of medium and high-volume footwear with removable insoles that range from running shoes to casual footwear to work or hiking boots.

**FIT PROFILE:** Low-profile insole with a shape that can fit into most footwear with an elevated heel (1 inch or more).

**FIT BEST IN:** All types of medium and high-volume footwear with removable insoles that range from running shoes to casual footwear to work or hiking boots.

**AVAILABLE SIZES:** J - G

---

**WHITE**

**FOUR SEASON COMFORT & SUPPORT**

FIT PROFILE: High-profile insole with the shape that offers the widest and deepest heel cup with maximum support.

**FIT PROFILE:** High-profile insole with the shape that offers the widest and deepest heel cup with maximum support.

**FIT BEST IN:** High-profile insole with the shape that offers the widest and deepest heel cup with maximum support.

**FIT PROFILE:** High-profile insole with the shape that offers the widest and deepest heel cup with maximum support.

**FIT BEST IN:** High-profile insole with the shape that offers the widest and deepest heel cup with maximum support.

**AVAILABLE SIZES:** J - G

---

**COPPER**

**PERSONALIZED COMFORT & PERFORMANCE**

FIT PROFILE: Medium-profile insole with the shape that can fit into most footwear while providing intermediate support.

**FIT PROFILE:** Medium-profile insole with the shape that can fit into most footwear while providing intermediate support.

**FIT BEST IN:** Medium-profile insole with a shape that can fit into most footwear while providing intermediate support.

**FIT PROFILE:** Medium-profile insole with a shape that can fit into most footwear while providing intermediate support.

**FIT BEST IN:** Medium-profile insole with a shape that can fit into most footwear while providing intermediate support.

**AVAILABLE SIZES:** J - G

---

**BLACK®**

**ORTHOTIC SUPPORT & PERFORMANCE**

FIT PROFILE: Low-profile insole that offers high-performance support.

**FIT PROFILE:** Low-profile insole that offers high-performance support.

**FIT BEST IN:** All types of medium and high-volume footwear with removable insoles.

**FIT PROFILE:** Low-profile insole that offers high-performance support.

**FIT BEST IN:** All types of medium and high-volume footwear with removable insoles.

**AVAILABLE SIZES:** B - F

---

**DELUX**

**MEN’S DRESS 3/4**

**ORTHOTIC SUPPORT & PERFORMANCE**

FIT PROFILE: Medium-profile insole with the shape that delivers comfort and support.

**FIT PROFILE:** Medium-profile insole with the shape that delivers comfort and support.

**FIT BEST IN:** All types of casual, designer or dress footwear with removable insoles.

**FIT PROFILE:** Medium-profile insole with the shape that delivers comfort and support.

**FIT BEST IN:** All types of casual, designer or dress footwear with removable insoles.

**AVAILABLE SIZES:** B - F

---

**DELUX**

**WOMEN’S DRESS 3/4**

**ORTHOTIC SUPPORT & PERFORMANCE**

FIT PROFILE: Low-profile insole that offers high-performance support.

**FIT PROFILE:** Low-profile insole that offers high-performance support.

**FIT BEST IN:** All types of casual, designer or dress footwear with removable insoles.

**FIT PROFILE:** Low-profile insole that offers high-performance support.

**FIT BEST IN:** All types of casual, designer or dress footwear with removable insoles.

**AVAILABLE SIZES:** B - F

---

**DELUX**

**WOMEN’S HIGHHEEL 3/4**

**ORTHOTIC SUPPORT & PERFORMANCE**

FIT PROFILE: Low-profile insole that offers high-performance support.

**FIT PROFILE:** Low-profile insole that offers high-performance support.

**FIT BEST IN:** All types of casual, designer or dress footwear with removable insoles.

**FIT PROFILE:** Low-profile insole that offers high-performance support.

**FIT BEST IN:** All types of casual, designer or dress footwear with removable insoles.

**AVAILABLE SIZES:** B - F

---

**SUPERFEET®**

**60-DAY COMFORT GUARANTEE:** If you are not satisfied with your new Superfeet Insoles, return them with your receipt within 60 days to your place of purchase for a credit or refund. This guarantee is subject to the retailer's return policy.

**ORIGINAL SUPPORT. UNTOLED POSSIBILITIES.**

**IF YOU ARE NOT SATISFIED WITH YOUR SUPERFEET INSOLES...**

**START OVER:** You have 60 days to decide whether Superfeet Insoles are right for you. If they are not, return them for a refund or exchange.

**WHY NOT:** If you are not satisfied, Superfeet Insoles are the perfect gift. With the 60-Day Guarantee, you are confident that your satisfaction is guaranteed.

**YOU WILL LOVE IT:** You can’t go wrong with Superfeet Insoles. If you are not happy with your purchase, you can return them within 60 days for a full refund or exchange.

**GUARANTEE:** If you return items within the 60-day period, you can return them for a credit or refund. This guarantee is subject to the retailer’s return policy.